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ABSTRACT
In-memory join is an essential operator in anydatabase engine. It has

been extensively investigated in the database literature. In this paper,

we studywhether exploiting the CDF-based learnedmodels to boost

the join performance is practical. To the best of our knowledge, we

are the first to fill this gap. We investigate the usage of CDF-based

models and learned indexes (e.g., Recursive Model Index (RMI) and

RadixSpline) in the three join categories; indexed nested loop join

(INLJ), sort-based joins (SJ) and hash-based joins (HJ). Our study

shows that there is roomto improve theperformanceof the three join

categories through our proposed optimized learned variants. Our

experimental analysis showed that these optimized learned variants

outperform the state-of-the-art techniques in many scenarios and

with different datasets.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The recent advancement of hardware, with increasingmainmemory

capacities and providing a large number of cores, has led to the emer-

gence of in-memory database systems (e.g., Umbra [47], HyPer [22],

Quickstep[50], MonetDB [20]), and a lot of research efforts in devel-

oping highly-optimized in-memory variants of the core database

operators (e.g., [66]). As a fundamental operation, in-memory join

has been extensively investigated in the database literature during

the last few decades (e.g., [2, 5, 8, 10, 17, 19, 31, 61]). Many recent

studies (e.g., [5, 57]) have shown that the design, as well as the imple-

mentation details, have a substantial impact on the join performance

on modern hardware.

Meanwhile, during the recent years, machine learning started

to have a profound impact on automating the core database func-

tionality and design decisions. There has been growing interest in

exploiting learned models, such as CDF-based models [28, 29] and

RecursiveModel Indexes (RMI) [28], to enhanceor replace traditional

data structuresandalgorithms, suchas indexing[14, 16, 25, 28, 46, 49],

sorting [29, 30], and hashing [27, 55]. These learned data structures

and algorithms can outperform their traditional counterparts as

they explicitly capture trends in the underlying data and instance-

optimize the performance. For example, in a recent benchmarking

study [41], it has been shown that learned index structures (e.g.,
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RMI [28], RadixSpline [25]), which employ CDF-based learned mod-

els, can outperform traditional indexes on practical workloads.

Along this line of research, one idea the authors of [28] introduced

is using CDF-based learned models to improve the performance of

in-memory join algorithms. However, this idea was neither thor-

oughly investigated nor supported with experimental evidence by

the authors. Surprisingly, though, we are not aware of a thorough

study examining the performance of learned join variants against

traditional ones. We aim to remedy that here.

In this paper, we study, in detail, whether exploiting the CDF-

based learned models to boost the performance of in-memory joins

is a beneficial idea or not. In particular, we investigate the perfor-

mance of three main join categories; indexed nested loop join (INLJ),

e.g., [17, 19], hash-based joins (HJ), e.g., [8, 10, 31, 61], and sort-based

joins (SJ), e.g., [2, 5], while modifying or replacing their different

phases (e.g., indexing, sorting, joining) with CDF-based and RMI-

based variants. In our study,we explore all the possible opportunities

for integrating the learned models with traditional joins. Our paper

has the following main contributions:

Investigating Alternatives of Using LearnedModels for Joins.
Although the learned model ideas have been introduced in previous

works, none of them has been studied in the context of join process-

ing. Therefore, for each join category, we first discuss the straightfor-

ward alternatives of directly integrating learnedmodelswith the join

phases. For example, in INLJ, RMI can be used to replace the built in-

dex on the indexed relation. In SJ, the LearnedSort algorithm [29] can

be used to replace the sorting phase. InHJ, a CDF-basedmodel can be

used to replace the hash function that is used to build the hash table.

While investigating the different alternatives, we found an interest-

ing observation: using learned models "as-is" in replacing phases of

different join algorithms is sub-optimal. For example, directly using

RMI instead of a traditional index in INLJ leads to poor performance

(i.e., high overall latency) as RMI requires significant overhead to

correct itsmispredictions. Another example is using the LearnedSort

algorithm [29] as a black-box replacement for the sorting algorithms

used in the state-of-the-art SJ techniques, such as MPSM [2] and

MWAY [61]. This, unfortunately, leads to repeating unnecessary

work and hence increases the overhead of the SJ algorithm.

Optimized Learned Join Variants. To overcome the performance

limitations of using learned models as black boxes, we introduce

optimized variants of the learned join algorithms in the three join

categories, which lead to several performance improvements. In par-

ticular, we introduced five INLJ, three HJ, and six SJ learned variants

that exploit different optimizations including hierarchical buffer-

ing, prefetching-optimized inter-task parallelism (e.g., AMAC [26]),

software write-combine buffers (SWWC), non-temporal streaming,

NUMA-awareness, and work sharing.

Extensive Experimental Evaluation. To achieve a deeper under-
standing of the practicality of using learned models with joins, we
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conducted a detailed evaluation study for both learned and non-

learned variants in the three join categories, using different real

(SOSD [41]) and synthetic datasets
1
. In particular, we compare 14

optimized learned join variants against seven INLJ baselines (three

off-shelf learned (RMI [28], RadixSpline [25], ALEX [14]), two tree-

based (Cache-Sensitive Search Trees [19], Adaptive Radix Trie [33]),

and two hash-based (bucket chaining and Cuckoo hash) indexes),

two SJ baselines (MPSM [2], MWAY [5]), and two HJ baselines (non-

partitioned [61], partitioned [57]). Our study also provides a deeper

analysis for the joins under different dataset sizes, skewness, tuple

sizes, duplicates ratio, parallelism, strategies for shuffling data be-

tween NUMA nodes, and via different performance counters (e.g.,

cache misses and branch misses).

2 BACKGROUND
CDFModels. According to statistics, the Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of an input key 𝑥 is the proportion of keys less than
𝑥 in a sorted array𝐴. Given a sample of keys, we can build a model

that estimates the CDF of the distribution fromwhich these keys are

sampled. We refer to this model as learned CDF model.
For input keys with challenging distributions (i.e., complex CDF),

a learned model typically consists of a set of submodels, where each
submodel (e.g., linear regression) estimates a part of the CDF. These

submodels are trained hierarchically across different 𝐾 layers, as

shown later. To predict the CDF of a key, the root submodel yields an

initial CDF estimate. Based on this estimate, a submodel is chosen in

the next layer for refining such estimate. This process is continued

iterativelyuntil thefinal estimateof the leaf submodel in the last layer

is obtained. Assuming that each layer 𝑖 has𝑀𝑖 submodels, where

0≤ 𝑖 ≤𝐾 , and the 𝑗-th submodel at the 𝑖-th layer is 𝑓
𝑗
𝑖
(the first layer

has a single root submodel 𝑓 0
0
), theCDF estimate 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) of key𝑥 at any

non-root layer 𝑖 (i.e., 0< 𝑖 <𝐾 ) can be recursively defined as follows:

𝑓𝑖 (𝑥)= 𝑓 ⌊𝑀𝑖 .𝑓𝑖 (𝑥−1)/𝑁 ⌋
𝑖

(𝑥) (1)

where𝑁 is the total size of the keys sample used to build the CDF

model, and the estimate at the root layer 𝑓0 (𝑥) is 𝑓 0
0
(𝑥). The final

CDF prediction of 𝑥 using the model is𝐶𝐷𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 (𝑥)= 𝑓𝐾−1 (𝑥).
Algorithm 1 shows how to train a learnedCDFmodel using a sam-

ple of keys 𝑆 . We start by training the root submodel using all keys

in the sample after sorting it (Line 5). Then, the keys are assigned

to the next layer submodels based on the root submodel’s estimates

using Equation 1 (Lines 7-9). We proceed by training the submodels

of the next layer on the keys that were assigned to them. This pro-

cess is repeated for each layer until the last layer has been trained.

Note that we build each submodel using a simple linear regression

(i.e., no complex neural networks). Similar to [28], all submodels are

end-to-end trained by minimizing a loss function. Let (𝑥,𝑦) ∈𝑇 be

the training set, where each item in this set is a pair of a sample key𝑥

and its actual CDF value𝑦 after sorting the sample. The parameters

of submodels in all layers are adjusted to minimize the squared error∑
(𝑥,𝑦) ∈𝑇 (𝐶𝐷𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 (𝑥)−𝑦)2. Finally, error bounds can be computed

on trained leaf submodels (Line 10), if the learned CDFmodel will

be used to build a learned index as shown later.

CDF-based Partitioning. CDF can be used to perform logical parti-

tioning of input keys (e.g., [28, 29]) as follows: given an input key 𝑥 ,

1
Similar to previous studies [7, 8, 57], we focus only on equi-join SELECT queries.

Algorithm 1 Function TrainCDFModel (KeysSample 𝑆 , Layer-

sNum𝐾 , Output 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠 , Output 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑠)

1: 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑠← Initialize2DKeysArray ()

2: 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑠 [0,0] ← Sort (𝑆)

3: for 𝑖← 0 to𝐾 −1 do serially
4: for 𝑗← 0 to𝑀𝑖 −1 do in parallel /*𝑀𝑖 is the number of submodels at layer 𝑖 */

5: 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠 [𝑖, 𝑗 ] ← BuildSubmodel (𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑠 [𝑖, 𝑗 ])
6: If 𝑖<𝐾 −1 then
7: for all 𝑥 in 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑠 [𝑖, 𝑗 ] do in parallel
8: 𝑝←GetNextSubmodel (𝑥 , 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠 [𝑖, 𝑗 ],𝑀𝑖+1 , |𝑆 |) /*Eq 1*/
9: 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑠 [𝑖+1,𝑝 ] ←AddKey (𝑥 )

10: 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑠← CalcErrorBoundsForLeafSubmodels (𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠)

the partition index of each key 𝑥 is determined as𝐶𝐷𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 (𝑥)∗ |𝑃 |,
where |𝑃 | is the number of partitions. Such CDF-based partitioning

can be done in a single pass over the data. Although keys are not

sorted within each output partition, the partitions are still relatively

sorted. The same CDF can be used to recursively partition the keys

within each partition by just scaling up the number of partitions |𝑃 |.
Learned Indexes. Learned indexes [28] exploit the CDFmodel to

predict the position of the lookup key in the sorted input keys. In

this study, we explore the following three representative learned

indexes; RMI [28], RadixSpline [25] and ALEX [14]
2
:

RMI is a read-only learned index that builds a CDFmodel using the

whole input keys, not a sample, and rarely has more than two layers

(i.e., levels) when the input keys fit into memory. Since the RMI is

built using an approximated CDFmodel, the final prediction at the

leaf level could be inaccurate yet error-bounded. Therefore, RMI

keeps min and max error bounds for each leaf-level submodel to

perform a local search within these bounds (e.g., binary search) and

obtain the exact position of the key.

RadixSpline is another read-only learned variant consisting of a

linear spline to approximate the CDF and a radix lookup table that in-

dexes resulting spline points. Compared to RMI, RadixSpline can be

built in a single passwith constant cost per key. Lookups first consult

the radix table, which indexes 𝑟 -bit prefixes of spline points and is

used to narrow the search range over the spline points. Then binary

search is usedon thenarrowed range to identify the two spline points

surrounding the lookup key. Finally, linear interpolation between

the two spline points is used to obtain a prediction.

ALEX is an updatable learned index (i.e., can support updates, inser-

tions, and deletes). It utilizes a B-tree-like data structure with fixed

internal (i.e., non-leaf) nodes and dynamic leaf ones with gapped

arrays to support updates. It recursively partitions the key space

through the tree levels, and a partition is represented by a slot in an

internal node. A submodel in each internal node is used, during both

lookupandupdate queries, to decidewhichpartition akeybelongs to.

ALEX uses model-based insertion when building the index (i.e., plac-

ing a key at the positionwhere themodel predicts that the key should

be) and hence reduces themodel misprediction during lookups. Dur-

ing lookup, it applies exponential search on the gapped array in the

leaf node to correct themodel mispredictions, which are already few.

3 LEARNED INDEXEDNESTED LOOP JOIN
Indexed nested loop join (INLJ) is the most basic type of join. Here,

we assume that one input relation, say𝑅, has an index on the join key.

2
We didn’t include PGM [16] in our study since it has very slow lookups compared

to other learned indexes, as shown in [41]. We also didn’t include LIPP [64] as it is

dominated by ALEX in multi-threaded environments as shown in [63].
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Then, the algorithm simply scans each key in the second relation,

say 𝑆 , uses the index to fetch the tuples from 𝑅 with the same join

key, and finally performs the join checks.

In this section, we start by describing the default multi-core INLJ

algorithm and its optimized variants (Section 3.1). Then, we propose

different INLJ variants that exploit the learned indexes (Section 3.2).

3.1 Representative Algorithms
The straightforward algorithmfirst chunks the non-indexed relation

𝑆 into equi-sized chunks and assigns them to the different worker

threads. Then, in parallel, each worker iteratively queries the global

index of 𝑅 (which is shared among all workers) with the keys in its

chunk of 𝑆 to return the tuples with the same join key and finally

checks for the joinmatches.However, this algorithm is slow,whether

the index used is hash-based (e.g., [59]) or tree-based (e.g., [19]), due

to its key-at-a-time processing on each worker that can not hide the

cachemisses andwill keep the worker idle while handling eachmiss.

3.1.1 Optimized Hash-based INLJ. To hide the cache misses for

hash-based INLJ, we employ a prefetching-optimized inter-task par-

allelism technique, namelyAsynchronousMemoryAccess Chaining

AMAC[26], during the indexquerying
3
.WithAMAC,whenan index

lookup issues amemory prefetching, the algorithm switches to other

query lookups in the pipeline to keep busy (i.e., avoiding key-at-a-

time processing), and then returns to process the prefetched data

after a while. In our study, we investigate two INLJ variants based on

prefetching-optimized bucket chaining [7] and cuckoo [59] hashing,

referred to as CHAIN-INLJ and CUCKOO-INLJ, respectively.

3.1.2 Optimized Tree-based INLJ. For tree-based INLJ, instead of
the key-at-a-time processing, we adapt an efficient INLJ variant that

exploits hierarchical buffering [17, 67] to improve the temporal local-

ity of the tree index. It temporarily stores the requests for query keys

that will probably be accessed from the same part in the tree (i.e.,

keys that traverse the same nodes across the tree levels) and then

answers them as a batch. This significantly reduces cache misses

and, in turn, increases the join throughput.

Buffers Structure. In particular, the index is viewed as a tree with

multiple sub-trees rooted at the child nodes, and the root of each

node 𝑡 is associated with a fixed-size buffer. We refer to this buffer

as request buffer, where it temporarily stores all keys that will be

traversed using the corresponding child node. Any sub-tree 𝑡 can

be recursively decomposed into smaller sub-trees at its own child

nodes. Figure 1(a) shows an example of nodes at different levels of

an index’s tree, where the root of each sub-tree has a request buffer.

In this example, we show the root’s left sub-tree 𝑡1.1 rooted at its

child node 𝑁1.1, where for example, the sub-tree 𝑡1.1 itself has two

child sub-trees 𝑡2.1 and 𝑡2.2 (with their buffers) rooted at the 𝑁2.1

and 𝑁 2.2 nodes, respectively, and so on.

Buffers In Action. Thebuffers for all sub-trees of the indexed relation

𝑅 are created before the INLJ begins. During the INLJ operation, the

query keys from the non-indexed relation 𝑆 are distributed to the

buffers based on the internal nodes’ traversal until a buffer becomes

full. When a buffer is full, we flush it by distributing the buffered

query keys to its child buffers recursively (e.g., in Figure 1(a), when

3
We selected to use AMAC because it outperforms the other prefetching-optimized

inter-task parallelism techniques in hash probing as shown in [21].
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Figure 1: Examples on (a) hierarchical request buffers at some
tree-based index nodes, and (b) 2-levels gapped RMI (GRMI).

the buffer of sub-tree 𝑡1.1 is filled with the query keys 1, 19, and 51,

the node 𝑁 1.1 is then used to distribute these keys to the buffers of

its child sub-trees 𝑡2.1 and 𝑡2.2, and so on).When a query key reaches

the leaf level, the final location of the key is determined. When no

more query keys are issued, the whole buffers are flushed in the

depth-first order similar to [17].We also follow the guidelines in [17]

to set the buffer sizes at the roots of different sub-trees. First, we set

the buffer size at each leaf node as a user-defined parameter. Then,

recursively, we set the buffer size at the root of any sub-tree 𝑡 as the
total sizes of the associated buffers to the non-root nodes in this sub-
tree. By carefully tuning this parameter, the total size of all buffers

needed for an index’s tree will satisfy the analytical bound of the

cache complexity for hierarchical indexes [17].
In our study, we investigate two state-of-the-art tree indexes:

Adaptive Radix Trie (ART) [33] and the Cache-Sensitive Search

(CSS) Trees [19]. We provide two INLJ variants that utilize the hier-

archical buffering optimization with ART and CSS trees, referred to

as ART-INLJ and CSS-INLJ, respectively.

3.2 Learned Index-based Variants
3.2.1 INLJ with Black-Box Learned Indexes. One straightforward
approach is to use a learned index as a drop-in replacement for

traditional indexes, without buffering optimization, in INLJ. To guar-

antee a good accuracy for the learned index, we use the whole keys

of relation 𝑅, not a sample, to build it
4
. In our study, we investi-

gate three INLJ variants that use three different learned indexes;

RMI [28, 41], RadixSpline [25], and ALEX [14], referred to as RMI-

INLJ, RadixSpline-INLJ, and ALEX-INLJ, respectively.

3.2.2 INLJ with Gapped RMI. When using typical RMI [28] with

challenging inputs, the lookup throughput deteriorates as the in-

put data is difficult to learn and the accuracy of built RMI becomes

poor [41]. In this case, the RMI predicts a location that is far away

from the true one, and hence the overhead of searching between

the error bounds becomes significant (i.e., last-mile search). This is

because when an RMI is built for an input relation, it never changes

the positions of the keys in this relation. A crucial insight from

ALEX [14] shows that when using themodel-based insertion to build
the learned index (check Section 2), the search over the indexed keys

later, using the same model used for insertion, will be improved

significantly (i.e., less model misprediction errors). This inspires us

to propose an INLJ variant, referred to as GRMI-INLJ, using a new

read-only index, namely Gapped RMI (GRMI), that combines the

benefits of both RMI and model-based insertion from ALEX. GRMI

4
Using all keys to build the learned index never hurts the INLJ performance since this

is done offline (INLJ assumes the index already exists before).
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Algorithm 2 Function PRMI-INLJ (AMACInstances 𝑠 , QueryKeys

𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 , QueryKeysNum 𝑁 , Output𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠)

1: 𝑑𝑜𝑛𝑒← 0 /* Flag to end INLJ computation */

2: 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒← InitializeFSMInstances (𝑠) /* Initialize 𝑠 instances of an FSM*/

3: while𝑑𝑜𝑛𝑒 <𝑠 do
4: 𝑘 = (𝑘 == 𝑠) ? 0 :𝑘

5: switch 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 [𝑘 ] .𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 do
6: caseP: /*Predictusing therootmodel, andprefetchnextmodelparameters */

7: if 𝑖<𝑁 then
8: 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 [𝑘 ] .𝑘𝑒𝑦← LoadKey(𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 , 𝑖)

9: 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑← PredictNextLevelModelInd (𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 [𝑘 ] .𝑘𝑒𝑦, 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 )
10: 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 [𝑘 ] .𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝐽 , 𝑖+=1
11: PrefetchModelParams (𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 [𝑘 ] .𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠)
12: elseState 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 [𝑘 ] .𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 =𝐷 , ++𝑑𝑜𝑛𝑒

13: end if
14: case J: /* Perform actual join check */

15: 𝑡𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑒←GetIndexedTuple (𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 [𝑘 ] .𝑘𝑒𝑦, 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 [𝑘 ] .𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠)
16: 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠← JoinCheck (𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 [𝑘 ] .𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 , 𝑡𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑒.𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑)
17: 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 [𝑘 ] .𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 =𝑃 /* Initiate prefetching for a new key in 𝑃*/

18: endwhile

substantially improves the lookup performance over typical RMI,

specially for datasets with challenging distributions.

GRMI Structure and Building. GRMI consists of a typical RMI and
a gapped array for keys (there is another corresponding array for

payloads). We assume both keys and payloads have fixed sizes. The

gapped array of keys is filled bymodel-based inserts of the input keys

during the index building (described later). The extra space used for

the gaps is distributed among the array elements to ensure that keys

are locatedclose to thepredictedpositionwhenpossible.Thenumber

of allocated gaps per input key is a user-defined parameter that can

be tuned. For efficient lookup, the gapped array is associated with a

bitmap to indicatewhether each location in the array isfilledor is still

a gap. Building aGRMI has two straightforward steps, which happen

offline. First, a typical RMI is constructed for the input keys. Then,

the built RMI is used to model-based insert all keys from scratch in

the gapped array. Figure 1(b) depicts an example of a 2-levels GRMI

with a gapped array for keys (white cells are gaps, i.e., empty).

GRMI Lookup. Given a key, the RMI is used to predict the location of

that key in the gapped array of keys. Then, if needed, an exponential
search is applied till the actual location is found. If a key is found, we
return the corresponding tuple. Otherwise, we return null. We use

the exponential search to find the key in the neighborhood because,

in GRMI, the key is likely to be very close to the predicted RMI loca-

tion, and in this case, the exponential search can find this key with

less number of comparison checks compared to both sequential and

binary searches. Figure 1(b) presents a lookup example, where red

arrows show the lookup flow. In this example, the RMI prediction

is corrected by two exponential search steps only.

3.2.3 INLJ with Optimized RMI Indexes. Since RMI typically has

2 or 3 levels, it can be easily combined with prefetching-optimized

inter-task parallelism techniques (e.g., AMAC [26]) to improve its

probing throughput as shown in [55]. Therefore, we investigate two

INLJ variants based on AMAC-optimized RMI and GRMI, referred

to as PRMI-INLJ and PGRMI-INLJ, respectively.

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code of our proposed PRMI-INLJ

with a 2-level RMI. The core idea is simple: for a key, we map the

INLJ computation into a finite state machine (FSM) with two states,

where the first state (Lines 6 to 13) uses the root model to predict the

index of the second level model, and prefetches its parameters, and
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Figure 2: Non-partitioned hash join, NPJ, and its learned
variant, LNPJ. Blue steps are learned.

the second state (Lines 14 to 17) performs the actual join check after

retrieving the indexed tuple using the prefetched model parameters.

The algorithm keeps interleaving multiple running instances of the

FSM till it finishes join checks with all input keys.

Similar to the optimized tree-based INLJ (Section 3.1.2), we also

investigate twoother INLJvariants thatutilize thehierarchical buffer-

ing optimization in both RMI and GRMI, referred to as BRMI-INLJ

and BGRMI-INLJ, respectively.

4 LEARNEDHASH-BASED JOIN
In many studies (e.g., [57]), hash-based join (HJ) has been shown to

be themost efficient type of join inmany scenarios. The algorithmas-

sumes the two input relations are not indexed. It simply builds a hash

tableon the joinkeyofonerelation, say𝑅, and thenuses thesecondre-

lation, say 𝑆 , to probe this built hash table to return the final matches.

In this section, we focus on the two main HJ categories: Non-

PartitionedHash Join (NPJ) [31, 61]andPartitionedHash Join (PJ) [57,

61].Westart bybrieflydescribing themulti-corevariants of the repre-

sentative algorithms in each category (Section 4.1). Then,wepropose

different HJ variants that employ CDF-based learned models and

partitioning (Section 4.2).

4.1 Representative Algorithms
4.1.1 Non-Partitioned Hash Join. It is a direct parallel variation of
the canonical hash join [31, 61], referred to as NPJ (Figure 2(a)). Ba-

sically, the algorithm chunks each input relation into equi-sized

chunks and assigns them to several worker threads. Then, it runs in

two phases: build and probe. In the build phase, all workers use the
chunks of the first relation 𝑅 to concurrently build a single global

hash table (with a bucket chain scheme). In the probe phase, after all
workers are done building the hash table, eachworker starts probing

its chunk from the second relation 𝑆 against the built hash table. In

our study, we investigate an NPJ variant with the following opti-

mizations: (1) allocating the hash table among all available NUMA

nodes to better utilize memory bandwidth, (2) using an efficient

compare-and-swap operation (i.e., lock-free synchronization) in the

build phase to avoid concurrent insertions to the same hash table

bucket, and (3) employing AMAC [26] (similar to Section 3.1.1) to

increase the insertion/lookup throughput in the build/probe phase.

4.1.2 Partitioned Hash Join. The key idea is to improve over NPJ

by partitioning the input relations into small pairs of partitions that

can fit into the cache. This will significantly reduce the number of

cache misses when building and probing hash tables.

The state-of-the-art algorithm proposed in [57], referred to as PJ

(Figure 3(a)), first chunks each input relation into equi-sized chunks

4
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Figure 3: Partitioned hash join, PJ, and one of its learned
variants, LPJ-PJ (The learned variant LPJ-P is similar to
LPJ-PJ, yet exploiting the sharedmodel for partitioning only).

and assigns them to several worker threads. Then, it runs two main

phases: partition and join. In the partition phase, a multi-pass radix

partitioning (usually 2 or 3 passes are enough) is applied on each

chunk to locally partition it using a local histogram to avoid an ex-

cessive amount of non-local writes (i.e., writes on remote NUMA

nodes). In the join phase, each worker independently builds a local
hash table from the corresponding local partitions of 𝑅 across the

different workers. Then, these local hash tables are probed with the

corresponding local partitions of 𝑆 . In our study, we investigate a PJ

variant that applies the following optimizations, as shown in [57]:

(1) allocating the partitions for each worker on its local NUMA

node, (2) applying software write-combine buffers (SWWC) and

non-temporal streaming [61] to provide cache-efficient partition-

ing, (3) careful scheduling of the join tasks such that all memory

controllers are utilized simultaneously, and (4) assigning multiple

threads to each large partition to avoid skewness.

4.2 CDF-based Variants
4.2.1 Learned Non-Partitioned Hash Join. In our study, we inves-

tigate an NPJ variant, referred to as LNPJ (Figure 2(b)), that builds

one CDFmodel for both input relations 𝑅 and 𝑆 , and then uses this

model to build the global hash table and probe it (i.e., using themodel

to predict the hash table bucket). The main intuition is that if the

input keys are generated from a certain distribution, then the CDF

of this distribution maps the data uniformly in the range [0,1]. In
this case, the CDF will behave as an order-preserving hash function
in a hash table [56]. To ensure that the model building overhead is

insignificant, we randomly sample and use a small percentage of

keys (e.g., 1%) from both relations to build the model as in Section 2.

4.2.2 Learned Partitioned Hash Join. Similar to LNPJ, we also in-

vestigate two PJ variants that exploit using a shared CDFmodel in

the different PJ phases. The first variant, referred to as LPJ-PJ (Fig-

ure 3(b)), employs thebuiltmodel in both thepartitioningand joining

phases. The second variant, referred to as LPJ-P, uses the built model

for partitioning only. In both variants, we build themodel based on a

small sample from𝑅 and𝑆 as in LNPJ.After themodel is built, we pro-

ceed directly with the partitioning and joining phases of PJ. Assume

that |𝑃 | is the total numberof partitions that shouldbeoutput (similar

to the number of partitions obtained from histograms in PJ), and |𝐵𝑡 |
is the number of hash table buckets per worker 𝑡 . In the partitioning

phase, a key is partitioned by scaling its prediction from the CDF

model to be between 0 and |𝑃 |−1. In the joining phase of LPJ-PJ, a tu-
ple is inserted/probed ina localhash tablebasedonanother re-scaling

for the obtained CDF prediction from the partitioning phase. This

re-scaled prediction is between 0 and |𝑃 |∗ |𝐵𝑡 |−1, and gives the cor-
responding bucket in the hash table to be used for insertion/probing.

5 LEARNED SORT-BASED JOIN
Assuming the two input relations are not indexed, the idea of sort-

based join (SJ) is tofirst sort both relations on the same join key. Then,

thesorted relationsare joinedusinganefficientmerge-joinalgorithm

to find all matching tuples. SJ is an essential join operation for any

database engine. Although its performance is dominated by PJ [61],

it is still beneficial for many scenarios. For example, if the input rela-

tions are already sorted, SJ becomes the best join candidate as it will

skip the sorting phase and directly perform a fast merge-join only.

In this section, we focus on two efficient multi-core algorithms

of SJ, namely MPSM [2] and MWAY [5]. We briefly describe their

details (Section 5.1). Then, we propose different variants of them

that use CDF-based models and partitioning (Section 5.2).

5.1 Representative Algorithms
5.1.1 Massively Parallel Sort-Merge (MPSM). The idea of MPSM [2]

(Figure 4(a)) is to generate sorted runs for the different partitions

of each input relation in parallel. Then, these sorted runs are joined

directly without the need to merge each relation entirely first. The

range-partitioned variant of MPSM is considered a state-of-the-art

SJ algorithm as it is very efficient for NUMA-aware systems.

The algorithm has four steps as follows: (1) each input relation

is chunked into equi-sized chunks among the workers, then (2) the

smallest relation, say𝑅, is "globally" range-partitioned, such that dif-

ferent ranges of𝑅 are assigned to different workers (could be located

on different NUMA nodes). Meanwhile, each chunk of the largest

relation 𝑆 is only locally partitioned into segments using radix parti-

tioning. After that, (3) all partitions of𝑅 and segments of𝑆 are locally

sorted on their own workers (note that, after this step, 𝑅 is globally

sorted, but 𝑆 is partially sorted as it was not range-partitioned be-

fore). Finally, (4) each partition from 𝑅 is directly merge-joined with

all overlapping sorted segments from 𝑆 on all workers. Note that

the partitioning step utilizes both SWWC buffers and non-temporal

streaming to be cache-efficient. Moreover, MPSM provides a 2-step

optimization that sacrifices the partitioning cost a bit to handle skew-

ness efficiently. This optimization first estimates the global CDF of

𝑆 and the global histogram of 𝑅. Then, it exploits such estimates to

determine globally-balanced partitioning bounds using a complexity

approximation that considers both the sort and join costs perworker.

5.1.2 Multi-Way Sort-Merge (MWAY). It is another state-of-the-art
SJ that has the following four steps (Figure 4(b)): (1) each input rela-

tion is chunked into equi-sized chunks among the different worker

5
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Figure 4: The upper part shows two original sort-based joins: MPSM andMWAY (The learned variants, MPSM-LS andMWAY-LS,
are similar toMPSM andMWAY, respectively, yet replacing the traditional sorting step with Learned Sorting [29]). The below
part shows two learned variants: LMPSM-2M and LGSJ-2M (The LMPSM-1M and LGSJ-1M variants are similar to LMPSM-2M
and LGSJ-2M, respectively, yet using a shared CDF-basedmodel for both relations instead of two separatemodels).

threads, where each chunk is further locally-partitioned into few

segments using efficient radix partitioning (similar to the PJ’s par-

titioning step in Section 4.1.2, yet locally and with one pass only),

then, (2) in parallel, all segments of each partition from 𝑅 and 𝑆 are

locally sorted on their own workers. After that, (3) all segments of

each relation are merged such that different ranges of the merged

relation are assigned to different workers. Finally, (4) each parti-

tion from the merged 𝑅 is locally merge-joined with exactly one

corresponding partition from the merged 𝑆 that is located on the

same worker. MWAY comes with three optimizations. First, both

sorting and merging steps are implemented with SIMD bitonic sort-

ing and merge networks, respectively [5]. Second, a cache-efficient

"multi-way merging" technique [5] is utilized to reduce the memory

bandwidth bottlenecks. Third, to handle skewness in the merging

step, MWAY breaks down any enormous merge task into multiple

smaller tasks and inserts them into a NUMA-local task queue shared

by the workers in the same NUMA node.

5.2 CDF-based Variants
5.2.1 MPSM and MWAY with Black-Box LearnedSort. These are
straightforward variants from both MPSM and MWAY, where we

directly use aCDF-based sorting, such as LearnedSort [29], as a black-

box replacement for the sorting steps used in the original algorithms.

We refer to these variants as MPSM-LS andMWAY-LS, respectively.

5.2.2 Learned MPSMwith OneModel Per Relation. Similar to the

idea of LPJ-PJ in Section 4.2.2, where we re-use the same CDFmodel

of each relation to perform both partitioning and joining phases,

we investigate a variant of MPSM, referred to as LMPSM-2M (Fig-

ure 4(c)), that builds two CDFmodels for both relations and re-uses

them to implement the range partitioning and sorting steps ofMPSM.

Similar to MPSM, the CDF-based partitioning is combined with

both SWWC buffers and non-temporal streaming. Also, note that

the built CDF model, for each relation, itself is cache-resident since

it is shared among all workers that typically use it almost at the same

time. This leads to almost no cachemisses when accessing themodel

during partitioning and the overall process becomes highly efficient.

5.2.3 Learned SJ with Globally-Sorting Two Relations. Recent stud-
ies [5, 57] have shown that locally-sorting relation chunks and then

multi-way merging them across different workers, as in MWAY, is

more efficient than firstly range-partitioning the chunks across dif-

ferent workers and then locally-sorting each partition, as in MPSM.

This is because typical range-partitioning is costly. However, with

having cache-efficient CDF-based range-partitioning and sorting

steps (as in LMPSM-2M), it might be interesting to study a SJ variant,

referred to as LGSJ-2M (Figure 4(d)), which globally range-partitions

and sorts both input relations before directly joining them.

Basically, LGSJ-2M applies the range-partitioning and sorting

steps of LMPSM-2M on each input relation using a separate CDF-

based model built for this relation. Then, in the join phase, LGSJ-2M

performs a join between each sorted partition from the smallest

relation, say 𝑅, and all its overlapping sorted partitions from 𝑆 . The

join operation, which we refer to as Chunked-Join, is performed in

two sub-steps: First, for any partition in 𝑅, we identify the start and

the end positions of its overlapping partitions in 𝑆 . To do that, we

query theCDFmodel of𝑆 with the values of the first and the last keys

of this partition from 𝑅 to return the corresponding first and last

overlapping partitions from 𝑆 , namely 𝑓𝑆 and 𝑙𝑆 , respectively. Then,

we merge-join any partition from 𝑅 with each partition in 𝑆 belongs

to the corresponding overlapping range [𝑓𝑆 ,𝑙𝑆 ] (i.e., including 𝑓𝑆 and
𝑙𝑆 ) to find the final matching tuples.

5.2.4 LMPSM-2M and LGSJ-2M with One Shared Model for Both Re-
lations. Wepush the ideaof sharingwork further and investigate two

6



Baseline Description

Non-learned INLJ Baselines (Section 3.1)

CHAIN-INLJ Using bucket chaining hash index

CUCKOO-INLJ Using Cuckoo hash [48] index

ART-INLJ Using Adaptive Radix Trie (ART) [33] index

CSS-INLJ Using Cache-Sensitive Search (CSS) Trees [19] index

Learned INLJ Baselines (Section 3.2)

RMI-INLJ Using Recursive Model Index (RMI) [28]

RadixSpline-INLJ Using RadixSpline [25] index

ALEX-INLJ Using updatable learned index, ALEX [14]

GRMI-INLJ Using the proposed gapped RMI (GRMI) index

BRMI-INLJ Using buffer-optimized RMI index

BGRMI-INLJ Using buffer-optimized GRMI index

PRMI-INLJ Using AMAC-optimized RMI index

PGRMI-INLJ Using AMAC-optimized GRMI index

Non-learned HJ Baselines (Section 4.1)

NPJ Non-partitioned hash join [61]

PJ Optimized partitioned hash join [57]

Learned HJ Baselines (Section 4.2)

LNPJ NPJ with one joint CDFmodel, for both

relations, in the building and probing phases

LPJ-P PJ with one joint CDFmodel, for both

relations, in the partitioning phase

LPJ-PJ PJ with one joint CDFmodel, for both relations,

in the partitioning and joining phases

Non-learned SJ Baselines (Section 5.1)

MPSM Massively Parallel Sort-Merge [2]

MWAY Multi-Way Sort-Merge [5]

Learned SJ Baselines (Section 5.2)

MPSM-LS MPSMwith LearnedSort [29] in the sorting step

MWAY-LS MWAYwith LearnedSort [29] in the sorting step

LMPSM-2M MPSMwith two CDFmodels, for both

relations, to partition and sort them

LGSJ-2M Using two CDFmodels, for both relations, to

globally partition, sort, and one-to-many join them

LMPSM-1M MPSMwith one joint CDFmodel, for both

relations, in the partitioning and sorting steps

LGSJ-1M Using one joint CDFmodel, for both relations, to

globally partition, sort, and one-to-many join them

Table 1: In-memory join baselines in our study.

variants fromLMPSM-2MandLGSJ-2M, referred to themas LMPSM-

1M and LGSJ-1M, which build one shared CDFmodel for both rela-

tions, instead of two separatemodels, and reuse thismodel across the

different algorithm steps of LMPSM-2M and LGSJ-2M, respectively.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we experimentally study all learned and non-learned

variants of INLJ, HJ, and SJ algorithms in our study (Table 1). Sec-

tion 6.1 describes the experimental setup, datasets, hardware, and

metrics used. Section 6.2 analyzes the performance of the three join

categories under different dataset types, sizes, and skewness. Sec-

tion 6.3 provides a deeper analysis for the joins under different work-

load characteristics, tuple sizes, duplicates, parallelism, strategies for

shuffling data between NUMA nodes, and via different performance

counters (e.g., cache and branch misses). Section 6.4 investigates the

effect of tuning some specific parameters of the learned indexes on

the performance of learned INLJ variants.

6.1 Experimental Setup
Baselines.We used all the different INLJ, HJ, and SJ algorithms dis-

cussed in previous sections in our experiments. In INLJ, we used the

entire input relation to build each learned index offline as described

in Section 3.2.1, and hence its accuracy becomes high. Similarly, for

hash-based indexes, we build each index by inserting every key. The

implementations of RMI, RadixSpline and ALEX are obtained from

their open-source repositories [3, 52, 53]. TheRMIhyper-parameters

are tuned following the guidelines in [37]. RadixSpline is manually

tuned by varying the error tolerance of the underlyingmodels. ALEX

is configured according to the guidelines in its paper [14]. For tra-

ditional indexes, the implementations of tree-structured ones are

provided by their original authors, while the Cuckoo hash index is

adapted from its standard implementation that is used in [59]. In

SJ, we adapted a variation of MWAY, from its original open-source

implementation in [44], that can work with state-of-the-art sorting

algorithms (e.g., QuickSort)
5
. However, for MPSM, we provided a

best-effort implementation of the original algorithm [2] on our own

(unfortunately, the original code is not available to the public). In HJ,

we used the reference implementations of non-partitioned and parti-

tioned hash joins from [44]. For all HJ and SJ baselines, we followed

the guidelines in a recent study [57] to optimize their performance

as well as adapted them to work with variable payload sizes.

Workloads and Datasets. Just like previous studies (e.g., [7, 8, 57]),
our study only focuses on equi-join queries like "SELECT count(*)
FROM Rel1 R, Rel2 S WHERE R.k = S.k".We also use a <key, payload>

pair as a tuple. Particularly, we followed [8] in fixing the key size

(always 8-byte) and varying the payload one
6
. Only in the case of

INLJ, the payload is fixed to 8 bytes to be compatible with traditional

indexes (e.g., ART and CSS) that store only a data pointer on the

actual record.We generate the tuples in each input relation based on

real and synthetic datasets. For real datasets, we use three datasets

from the SOSD benchmark [41], where each one is a list of unsigned

64-bit integer keys and we generate a random payload, of a specific

size, for each key. The real datasets are:

• face: 200 million randomly sampled Facebook user IDs.

• osm: 800 million cell IDs from Open Street Map.

• wiki: 200 million timestamps of edits fromWikipedia.

For synthetic datasets, unless otherwise stated, we generate three

datasets with different data distributions. Each dataset has four size

variants (innumberof tuples): 16, 32, 128, and640million tuples (each

tuple has similar sizes as in real datasets). All of them are randomly

shuffled. The synthetic datasets are:

• seq_h: sequential IDs with 10% random deletes (holes).

• unif : uniform distribution, with min = 0 and max = 1, multi-

plied by the size, and rounded to the nearest integer.

• lognorm: lognormal distributionwith `=0 and𝜎 =1 that has

an extreme skew (80% of the keys are concentrated in 1% of

the key range), multiplied by the dataset size, and rounded

to the nearest integer.

Hardware and Implementation.Unlessotherwisementioned,we

use an Arch Linux machine with 256 GB of RAM and an Intel(R)

Xeon(R) Gold 6230 CPU@ 2.10GHz with Skylake microarchitecture

(SKX) and L3 cache of 55MiB. It has 2 NUMA nodes, each with 40

CPUs. Implementations are in C++ and compiled with GCC (11.1.0).

Metrics.Weuse the join throughput as the defaultmetric.We define

it as in [57] to be the ratio of the sum of the relation sizes (in number

of tuples) and the total runtime
|𝑅 |+|𝑆 |
|𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 | .

5
Since we target (realistic) large join keys and payloads, we can not use the bitonic

sorting in [44] that exploit SIMD registers as they are limited to 512-bit data types.

6
The payload size could be larger than 8 bytes in many scenarios. For example, in

row-oriented DBMSs (e.g., PostgreSQL [51], MySQL [45]), the payload stores the actual

record (i.e., multiple attributes) and hence becomes very large. Even in column-oriented

DBMSs (e.g., MonetDB [20], Vertica [62]), when performingmulti-attribute join queries,

the payload might become significantly large when stitching multiple columns in it

using early materialization techniques [1] during the query processing.
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Default Settings. Unless otherwise stated, all reported numbers

are producedwith running 32 threads. For any INLJ variant based on

GRMI, we use 4 gaps per key. To fairly compare such variants with

hash-based INLJ, we build the hash indexes tomatch the gaps setting

by (1) using a bucket size of 4 in the block chaining index (CHAIN-

INLJ), and (2) creating a 2-table Cuckoo hash index (CUCKOO-INLJ),

where the size of these tables are 4 times the size of the input relation

(i.e., load factor 25%). For buffer-optimized tree-based INLJ, we set

the buffer size at the leaf nodes to 200. For AMAC-optimized INLJ,

we set the number of FSM instances (check Section 3.2.3) to be 32. For

anyHJ or SJ variant that uses radix partitioning,we set the number of

partitions to be either 2
12
(when using seq_h, unif andwiki datasets),

and 2
14

(when using lognorm, face and osm datasets). When building

CDFmodels in HJ and SJ, we use only 1% random sample of the keys

in the input relations. For datasets, we remove all duplicate keys

in most of our experiments to make sure that some baselines (e.g.,

ART-INLJ) work properly (a separate experiment for the effect of

duplicates exists). In addition, most of our results are reported for

tuple sizes of 16 and 128 bytes (i.e., payloads of 8 and 120 bytes).

6.2 INLJ, SJ, andHJ Evaluation Results
Real and Synthetic Datasets. Figure 5 shows the join throughput
of all baselines in the three join categories (each row represents a

category) when the size of each tuple is 16 bytes.

For INLJ, clearly, BGRMI-INLJ and PGRMI-INLJ outperform all

other INLJ competitors in all real and synthetic datasets, except

seq_h. This is attributed to the effect of building the gapped RMI

using "model-based" insertion and employing either the buffering or

the AMAC optimization during key lookups. Regardless of the RMI

prediction accuracy for any dataset, each key is located very close

to the position where it is expected to be found, and by using the

exponential search, the key is typically found after 1 or 2 search steps

(using binary search in RMI-INLJ takes at least 4 search steps). We

also observed that the overhead of maintaining the FSM instances

needed by AMAC is a bit higher than maintaining the buffers, and

hence PGRMI-INLJ is slightlyworse than BGRMI-INLJ. BGRMI-INLJ

is also better than GRMI-INLJ in almost all cases with a through-

put improvement between 5% and 25%. RadixSpline-INLJ shows a

slightly better performance than BGRMI-INLJwith the seq_h dataset
due to themodel over-fitting in the sequential cases [55]. In contrast,

RadixSpline-INLJ has a very poor performance with lognorm and

osm datasets. This is expected as these datasets are more skewed

than others and lead to building large sparse radix tables in RadixS-

pline [25]. Therefore, the learned model becomes less effective in

balancing keys that will be queried in the join operation. Similarly,

ALEX-INLJ suffers from the extra overhead of its B-tree-like struc-

ture.Thismatches the results reportedbyouronline leaderboard [60]

for benchmarking learned indexes: all updatable learned indexes are

significantly slower. Unlike ALEX, the proposed GRMI variants only

injected ALEX’s ideas of model-based insertion and exponential

search into RMI (without internal nodes).

For HJ and SJ, as expected for small tuple sizes (e.g., 16 bytes), the

optimized variant of PJ dominates all other baselineswhen using uni-

form and dense datasets such as seq_h, unif andwiki. In this case, ap-
plyingonepass of logical partitioning inPJ (checkSection4.1.2), com-

bined with SWWC buffers and non-temporal streaming, is enough

to have "balanced" cache-fit partitions across different workers (i.e.,

no need for CDF to balance the partitions). This is highly efficient

compared to (1) the excessive non-local writes on remote NUMA

nodeswhen building the hash table in bothNPJ and LNPJ, and (2) the

expensive sorting step in the different SJ variants. However, such

performance gain of PJ over other algorithms significantly decreases

by having highly skewed datasets such as lognorm, face, and osm.

In these datasets, most tuples fall within a specific range, but there

is a small number of outlier tuples causing most of the output radix

partitions in PJ to be nearly useless. On the other hand, employing

the CDF-based partitioning as in LPJ-PJ and LPJ-P, even based on a

small sample,will significantly balance the loads amongworkers and

hence reduces the join bottleneck. For example, LPJ-P has at least

25% better throughput than PJ in both osm and lognorm datasets.

As shown in Figure 5, all learned SJ variants have higher through-

puts compared to MWAY and MPSM due to employing the CDF-

based sorting which is efficient than traditional state-of-the-art sort-

ing algorithms when having 64-bit keys or larger [29]. However,

we interestingly observe that LGSJ-2M, LGSJ-1M, LMPSM-2M and

LMPSM-1M are slightly better than MPSM-LS andMWAY-LS. This

is mainly because the later algorithms run the LearnedSort as a

black box on different workers independently. Hence, the overhead

of allocating/de-allocating the internal data structures in Learned-

Sort (e.g., over-allocated and spill buckets [29]) is repeated many

times as well, which in turn degrades the overall join throughput.

In contrast, the former algorithms build one CDF-based model for

each input relation and reuse it through the partitioning, sorting,

and joining steps, which saves any redundant work and increases

the join throughput. Another observation is that among SJ variants

that reuse models, LGSJ-2M and LGSJ-1M are better than LMPSM-

2M and LMPSM-1M in all datasets because LGSJ variants perform

Chunked-join, in which the partitions on each worker are joined

only with the overlapping partitions on "specific" workers that are

determined using the models (check Section 5.2.3). This is unlike

LMPSM variants that join the partitions on each worker with the

overlapping partitions from "all" other workers and hence suffer

from heavy remote NUMA nodes accesses.

Figure 6 shows the join throughput of all HJ and SJ baselineswhen

the tuple size becomes 128 bytes (larger than the 64-byte cacheline).

Increasing the tuple size results in increasing the number of cache

misses in the partitioning phase of any PJ variant (i.e., less number

of tuples can be compacted in the cacheline of SWWC), and hence its

throughput starts to decrease significantly, compared to the results

in Figure 5. On the other hand, NPJ shows better throughput than PJ

when increasing the tuple size, especially if the relation used to build

the hash table, say𝑅, is either not highly skewed (e.g., unif andwiki)
or relatively small (e.g., in lognorm, |𝑅 | is 32M). This is aligned with

results from recent studies (e.g., [15, 36]). Interestingly, when the in-

put relations have predictable gaps between keys such as seq_h, unif ,
andwiki, we observe that LNPJ provides better throughput than NPJ
(throughput improvement ranges between 6% and 50%). As shown

in [55, 56], the CDF models can over-fit to the original data distribu-

tion of these datasets and hence result in less number of collisions

compared to traditionalhashing,whichwould still havearound36.7%

regardless of the data distribution (based on the birthday paradox).

This is because the predictability of gaps allows for building accurate

learned models, using small samples, that act as a hash function
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Figure 5: Performance of the three join categories for real and synthetic datasets (with 8 bytes payload).
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Figure 6: Performance of HJ and SJ categories for real and synthetic datasets (with 120 bytes payload).

with less number of collisions compared to traditional hashing (e.g.,

Murmur [4]). Having fewer collisions results in fewer cache misses

and hence a better join throughput. We also see the same behavior

between LPJ-PJ and LPJ-P, where LPJ-PJ provides slightly better per-

formance than LPJ-P. In LPJ-PJ, the CDFmodel is used in the joining

phase to build and probe local hash tables, where the model over-

fittingcanreduce thenumberofcollisionsaswell.Thatbeingsaid, the

improvement gain of LPJ-PJ over LPJ-P is limited since the built hash

table for each partition in PJ already fits in the cache, and reducing its

number of collisions will not significantly reduce the cache misses.

For SJ, all baselines exhibit similar behavior in all datasets as in

Figure 5, except in lognorm, where the learned variants of MPSM

outperform others. In general, the MPSM algorithm is beneficial

when the relation 𝑆 is significantly larger than 𝑅, which is the case

in lognorm (|𝑅 |=32M, |𝑆 |=640M), as it avoids the global partitioning/-

sorting for 𝑆 . By combining MPSMwith the CDF-based partitioning

and sorting, the join throughput becomes even better.

6.3 Detailed Analysis and Evaluation
In this section, we showmore detailed analysis and evaluation for

the most efficient baselines in the three join categories, based on the

results in Section 6.2, while changing different workload character-

istics and environment settings. Unless otherwise stated, we show

the analysis of HJ and SJ with datasets of 128-byte tuples, where the

learned variants outperform non-learned ones in many cases Note

that we analyze INLJ with typical 16-byte tuples.

Dataset Sizes. Figure 7(a) shows the performance of different algo-

rithms while scaling up the number of tuples to be joined. In this

figure, we report the throughput for joining four variants of the

seq_h dataset: 32Mx32M, 16Mx16M, 128Mx128M, and 640Mx640M.

For INLJ, all learned variants can smoothly scale to larger dataset

sizes with small performance degradation. In case of RMI-INLJ, the

"last-mile" search step will suffer from algorithmic slowdown as it

applies binary search, and such slowdown becomes even less in the

BGRMI-INLJ as it employs an exponential search instead. Moreover,

both tree structures, ART-INLJ and CSS-INLJ, become significantly

worse than BGRMI-INLJ at large datasets because traversing the
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Figure 7: Ablation study for the performance of different baselines from the three join categories.

tree becomes more costly compared to the exponential search. For

HJ and SJ, all algorithms keep the same relative performance gains

regardless of the sizes of input datasets.

Datasets Ratio. Figure 7(b) shows the performance of different al-

gorithms while joining input datasets of different sizes (note that we

focus on NPJ andMPSM variants as they are the best when inputs

significantly differ in sizes). In this experiment, we fix the size of one

input relation 𝑆 , which is the osm dataset with 800M tuples, while

varying the number of tuples of the second input relation 𝑅 as a

ratio from 𝑆 . We generate four variants of the relation 𝑅 with the

following number of tuples: 0.8M (0.1%), 8M (1%), 80M (10%), and

800M (100%). In case of INLJ, we index relation 𝑅 to study the effect

of changing the index size on the join performance.

Clearly, the throughputs of BGRMI-INLJ and RMI-INLJ at small

datasets ratio, including 0.001 and 0.01, are significantly better than

the throughputs of other algorithms, specially CHAIN-INLJ and

CSS-INLJ (at least 2X better). The main reason for that is the ex-

tremely small size of learned indexes at these ratios (compared to

the tree structures and hash tables), which can completely fit into

the cache. The performance gap between all INLJ techniques signif-

icantly decreases at larger dataset ratios, including 0.1 and 1, where

the rate of cache misses during index lookups becomes higher. We

can also observe that bothHJ and SJ baselines follow a similar perfor-

mance trend as in INLJ ones, where learned NPJ and MPSM variants

significantly outperform others at small dataset ratios.

Data Skewness. In this experiment, we study the robustness of

different algorithms while changing the skewness degree of in-

put datasets. Figure 7(c) shows the throughput for joining lognorm

datasets, where one input relation is fixed and the other one is var-

ied according to the skewness degree (i.e., 𝜎). As a fixed relation,

we use the lognorm dataset, with 32M tuples, that was generated

using the default parameters mentioned in the experimental setup

(Section 6.1). For the varied relation, we generate four new lognorm
datasets, each containing 640M tuples, yet, with different 𝜎 values:

0.25, 0.5, 1, and 1.5.We index the varied relationwhen using the INLJ

algorithms (note that, for HJ and SJ, we still focus on NPJ andMPSM

variants as they are the best performers with the lognorm dataset).

As shown in the figure, all algorithms show similar performance

at 𝜎 values of 1 and 1.5. However, the difference in performance

becomes significant at 𝜎 values of 0.5 and 0.25 (i.e., highly skewed

datasets). For INLJ, all learned variants are less susceptible to chang-

ing the skewness degree, except RadixSpline-INLJ. This is due to the

ability of learned models to balance keys over the index array and

avoid generating large clusters of keys. However, in RadixSpline-

INLJ, increasing the skewness degree (i.e., decreasing the 𝜎 value)

will increase the sparsity of the generated radix tables in RadixS-

pline [25], and hence leads to large clusters of keys and less join

throughput. Conversely, the throughputs of CSS-INLJ and CHAIN-

INLJ are significantly decreased by increasing the skewness degree

due to the increased tree depth and bucket chains, respectively.

For HJ and SJ, NPJ andMPSM are the most affected algorithms by

increasing the skewness. MPSM can easily result in unbalanced par-

titions among different worker threads, which increases the overall

algorithm latency due to its range partitioning technique. Similarly,

increasing the skewness will lead NPJ to have extremely unbalanced

buckets. In contrast, learned MPSM and NPJ variants are almost not

affected due to the balancing coming from employing the models.
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Duplicates.Here,we study theperformanceof the algorithmswhile

changing the ratio of duplicate keys in input datasets (i.e., covering

1-to-𝑚 and 𝑛-to-𝑚 joins). In this experiment, given a percentage

of duplicates 𝑥%, we replace 𝑥% of the unique keys in each 640M

seq_h dataset with repeated keys. To support joining duplicates in
the RMI-based INLJ variants, we perform a range scan between the

error boundaries provided by RMI around the predicted location,

similar to [41]. As shown in Figure 7(d), the number of duplicates

affects the join throughput of (1) INLJ variants that employ RMI and

(2) HJ variants that use CDF models for hashing. This is because the

learnedmodels predict the same position/partition to the key, which

increases the number of collisions. However, such collisions are less

critical in learnedSJ variants, suchasLGSJ-2MandLGSJ-1M,because

they are used for coarse-grained partitioning, not hashing. Although

their performance is still degraded with increasing the number of

duplicates, they remain better than non-learned algorithms.

Parallelism. Figure 7(e) shows the performance of different algo-

rithms while scaling up the number of threads from 4 to 64. In this

experiment, we report the throughput for joining the 640Mx640M

variant of the seq_h dataset. Overall, all algorithms scale well when

increasing the number of threads, although only the learned INLJ

variants achieve slightly higher throughput than non-learned INLJ

ones. Themain explanation for this good performance is that learned

INLJ variants usually incur fewer cache misses (Check the perfor-

mance counters results in Figure 8) because they use learned models

that have small sizes and can nicely fit in the cache. Since threads

will be latency bound waiting for access to RAM, then threading

in typical INLJ algorithms will be more affected by latency than

learned variants, and degrades its performance. This observation is

confirmed by a recent benchmarking study for learned indexes [41].

Data Shuffling. In this experiment, we study how equipping theHJ

and SJ algorithmswithNUMAawareness can affect the join through-

put. A recent study [35] showed that the implementation details of

data shuffling across different NUMA nodes can substantially im-

pact the interconnect bandwidth and hence the overall performance.

Since data shuffling (which mainly occurs in partitioning, sorting,

and joining steps) is an essential operation in any join algorithm,

optimizing the shuffling strategy is expected to improve the join

throughput. Here, we experiment with two data shuffling strategies:

(1) Naive shuffling (the default strategy in all algorithms), which

does not consider the NUMA characteristics and lets each thread

pull/write data generated by all other threads without any optimiza-

tion, and (2) Ring shuffling, which executes the shuffling operation

on multiple steps, as described in [35], to reduce the NUMA inter-

connect contention. Figure 7(f) shows how the join throughputs of

the different algorithms change under these two shuffling strate-

gies while using the osm dataset with 16-byte tuples. As expected,

all algorithms benefit from the "Ring" shuffling strategy, where the

improvement ratios of join throughput range between 17% and 45%.

Page Size. Figure 7(g) shows the effect of changing the page size
from 4KB (the default value in Unix systems) to a larger size of 2MB

(a.k.a huge page) onHJ and SJ algorithmswhile using the face dataset
with 16-byte tuples. Compared to the INLJ algorithms, HJ and SJ

algorithms perform a larger amount of random memory accesses

(especially when having big working sets, i.e., large datasets), which

can be limited by the TLB misses. We can reduce such misses by

seq_h (16B tup) unif (16B tup) face (16B tup) osm (16B tup)

Pred Srch Pred Srch Pred Srch Pred Srch

RMI-INLJ 0.3 2.9 0.5 3.4 0.3 0.4 0.9 1.2

RadixSpline-INLJ 1.3 0 1.7 0 1.9 0 5.1 0

BGRMI-INLJ 0.4 2.4 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.1 0.8 0.4

seq_h (128B tup) face (128B tup)

Smpl Modl Part Build Sort Join Smpl Modl Part Build Sort Join

NPJ 0 0 0 7.6 0 5.1 0 0 0 12.7 0 6.8

PJ 0 0 11.3 8.3 0 5.5 0 0 6.2 3.1 0 2

LNPJ 1.5 4 0 3.9 0 2.6 0.1 0.5 0 3.2 0 2.1

LPJ-PJ 1.6 4.1 6.1 6.7 0 2 0.1 0.3 1.4 2.4 0 0.3

MPSM 0 0 2.5 0 26.4 1.4 0 0 2.1 0 8.1 0.7

MWAY 0 0 5.7 0 40.5 8.7 0 0 3.6 0 13.1 1.1

LGSJ-2M 1.8 4.2 3.8 0 15.2 0.9 0.1 0.4 1.2 0 3.8 0.1

Table 2: Runtime (sec) breakdown for learned INLJ,HJ, and SJ.

utilizing larger page sizes as suggested in [57].As shown in thefigure,

all algorithms benefit from increasing the page size. We can observe

that the improvement ratio in LGSJ-2M is higher than in other al-

gorithms. This is because the overhead of the partitioning phase in

LGSJ-2M is a bit higher, and hence reducing the TLBmisseswill have

a greater impact. We skipped reporting the results using larger page

sizes (e.g., 1GB) because there was no throughput improvement, as

the working set already fits in the TLB when using 2MB pages.

Tuple Size. Figure 7(h) shows the performance of different HJ and

SJ algorithms while changing the tuple size from 16 to 128 bytes. In

this figure, we report the throughput for joining the 640Mx640M

variant of the seq_h dataset. As shown in the figure, by increasing the
payload size, the performance gap between HJ and SJ significantly

decreases. In addition, LNPJ and LGSJ-1M start to show a stable per-

formance when the tuple size exceeds the cacheline (64 bytes), and

outperform all other baselines at a size of 128 (this result matches

with the reported numbers in Figures 5 and 6).

Performance Breakdown. Table 2 shows the runtime breakdown

(in sec) for the different algorithms when joining different datasets.

For synthetic datasets (seq_h and unif ), we show the results of join-

ing the 640Mx640Mvariant. For the learned INLJ case,webreakdown

the runtime into RMI prediction (Pred) and final "last-mile" search

(Srch) steps. Since RadixSpline-INLJ does not apply a final search
step (it just uses the RadixSpline prediction as a hash value), we con-

sider its total time as prediction (i.e., "0" search step). For all datasets,

except seq_h, the search step of BGRMI-INLJ is at least 3 times faster

than typical RMI-INLJ, while the prediction time is almost the same.

For the HJ and SJ algorithms, we breakdown the runtime into sam-

pling (Smpl), CDFmodel building (Modl), partitioning (Part), hash
table building (Build), sorting (Sort), merging (Mrge), and finally

hash table probing in HJ or merge-joining in SJ (Join). Clearly, the
sorting step is dominating in each SJ algorithm, and improving it

will significantly boost the SJ performance. On average, LGSJ-2M

has a 3X and 2X faster sorting step compared to MWAY andMPSM,

respectively. Also, the LGSJ-2M joining step is at least 1.5X faster

than its counterparts inMPSM andMWAY. For HJ, the improvement

in the partitioning, building, and joining steps of LNPJ and LPJ-PJ

ranges between 1.2X and 6X compared to their corresponding steps

in NPJ and PJ. In all learned algorithms, building CDFmodels only

represents from 6% to 32% of the total runtime.

Other Performance Counters.To better understand the behavior
of the proposed learned join algorithms, we dig deep into their low-

level performance counters and try to find any correlation between

these counters and the join throughput. Figure 8presents theplotting
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Figure 8: Cache and branchmisses for exploratory analysis.

of LLC cache and branchmisses (inmillions) for different algorithms,

where each column represents a counter type. For INLJ, we can see

thatmost of the BGRMI-INLJ caseswith high join throughputs occur

at lowcachemisses.This is explainableasmostof suchmisseshappen

in the "last-mile" searchphase (a typical 2-levelsRMIwillhaveatmost

2 cachemisses in its predictionphase, hopefullyonly1miss if the root

sub-model is small enough), and hence improving it by reducing the

number of search steps will definitely reduce the total cache misses.

In contrast, for HJ and SJ, there is a clear correlation between the

counter values of LGSJ-2M and LPJ-PJ and their corresponding join

throughputs. Their throughputs increase by decreasing the number

of cache and branch misses. This is mainly because the CDF-based

partitioning employed in themhas better caching properties. In addi-

tion, the number of comparisons in these algorithms becomes lower,

which in turn, reduces branch misses as well.

6.4 INLJ-Specific Evaluation Results
RMI Gaps. Figure 7(i) shows the effect of increasing the number of

gaps assigned per key in BGRMI-INLJ, while using the face and osm
datasets. As expected, increasing the gaps degree allows for more

space around each key to handle mispredictions efficiently, which

in turn reduces the final search steps and increases the throughput.

However, havingmore gaps will comewith higher space complexity

as well. Thus, this parameter needs to be tuned carefully.

Model/Index Size. Figure 7(j) shows the effect of increasing the

buffer size (Section 3.1.2) on the performance of two INLJ variants:

BGRMI-INLJ (learned) and CSS-INLJ (non-learned). Increasing the

buffer size allows more keys to be answered in batches (reducing

the cache misses) and hence the join throughput becomes higher.

However, after a certain threshold, the throughput degrades as it

makes the index size prohibitively large, and cache misses can not

be avoided (i.e., buffers can not fit in the cache anymore). Figure 7(k)

shows the tradeoffbetween the total index size (including the buffers,

if any) and the join throughput in three INLJ algorithms: BGRMI-

INLJ, RMI-INLJ, and CHAIN-INLJ. Clearly, BGRMI-INLJ has the best

throughput at small sizes, while CHAIN-INLJ becomes better at

larger sizes. This is because having a large enough hash table sig-

nificantly reduces the number of collisions (i.e., fewer cache misses)

while increasing themodel size in BGRMI increases the cachemisses.
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7 RELATEDWORK
Hash-based Joins (HJ). In general, HJs are categorized into non-

partitioned (e.g., [10, 31, 61]) and partitioned (e.g., [8, 57, 61]) hash

joins. Radix join [6, 11, 38, 39, 61] is the most widely-used parti-

tionedhash join due to its high throughput and cache awareness (e.g.,

avoiding TLBmisses). [61] and [8] added software write-combine

buffers (SWWC) and bloom filter optimizations, respectively, to HJ

implementations. Otherworks optimized the performance of HJs for

NUMA-aware systems (e.g., [31, 57]), hierarchical caching (e.g., [18]),

and special hardware (e.g.,GPU [19], FPGA [13], NVM [58]).

Sort-based Joins (SJ).Numerousparallel algorithmshavebeenpro-

posed to improve the performance of sort-based joins over years [2,

5, 9, 23, 57]. [23] provided the first evaluation study for sort-based

join in a multi-core setting. After that, MPSM [2] was proposed to

significantly improve the performance of sort-based join on NUMA-

aware systems. Multi-Way sort-merge join (referred to as MWAY)

is another state-of-the-art algorithm [5] that improved over [23] by

using wider SIMD instructions and multi-way merging.

Nested Loop Joins (NLJ).NLJshavebeenextensivelystudiedagainst
other join algorithms either on their own (e.g., [12]) or within the

query optimization context (e.g., [32]). Block and indexed nested

loop joins are themost popular variants [17]. Several works revisited

their implementations to improve the performance for hierarchical

caching (e.g., [17]) and modern hardware (e.g., GPU [19]).

Machine Learning for Database. The last few years witnessed a

big rise in exploring machine learning for automating database op-

erations and design decisions [27, 34]. Examples include indexing

(e.g., [14, 16, 25, 28, 46]), queryoptimization (e.g., [42, 43]), cardinality

estimation [24], data partitioning [65], sorting [29], hashing [55, 56],

and scheduling [40, 54].However, to the best of our knowledge, there

is no existingworkonexploringmachine learning for the in-memory

joins. Our proposed study in this paper fills this gap.

8 CONCLUSIONAND LESSONS LEARNED
Here, we summarize the lessons learned by our extensive study. In

case one of the two input relations is indexed, BGRMI-INLJ becomes

the best INLJ option in almost all scenarios, as long as its gapped

arrays and buffer parameters are carefully tuned. For HJ and SJ,

selecting the best alternative depends on many input data charac-

teristics including tuple size, data distribution (keys’ skewness and

distribution of gaps), relations’ sizes, and duplicates percentage. Due

to the lack of space, we summarized our findings in a decision tree

shown in Figure 9. We can see that learned join variants are mostly

effective when tuple sizes are beyond the cacheline, specially when

datasets are skewed and have a small percentage of duplicates. In
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these cases, CDFmodels can capture data distributions accurately

and provide better performance in partitioning, sorting, and build-

ing/probing hash tables compared to state-of-the-art algorithms.We

believe that our findings can help practitioners to decide more easily

when learned join algorithms become efficient, andwhich algorithm

to use under different circumstances.
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